
English     Date _________________              Teacher Kunrada Chiranorawanit 

Name __________________________________________________                                   M. _________  No. ______ 
 

A. Check (). Which experiences were important for you? 
 
Unforgettable Firsts  
   losing your first tooth      first swim 
   first day at school      getting on an airplane 
   first crush       first heartbreak 
   entering secondary school     winning your first competition 
 
What are some other moments that matter to you? _____________________________ 
 
 

B. Use infinitives to rewrite the sentences as suggestions. Use the words in parentheses. 
Note: not goes before, not after, to. e.g. “Try not to talk long.” – not “Try to not talk long.” 
 

1. When you go to the movies, turn off your phone. (don't forget) 

          When you go to the movies, don't forget to turn off your phone._____            

2. Don't talk on the phone when you're in an elevator. (try) 

    __________________________________________________________ 

3. Don't eat or drink anything when you're at the computer. (be sure) 

    __________________________________________________________ 

4. Clean your computer screen and keyboard once a week. (remember) 

    __________________________________________________________ 

5. Don't use your tablet outside when it's raining. (make sure) 

    __________________________________________________________ 

6. When the bell rings to start class, put your music player away! (be sure) 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

C. Write sentences about what happened. Use the verbs provided. 
Make sure to put it in the right form, Verb-ing or to-infinitive. 
 
decided   /   finished   /   stopped   /   offered   /   needed   /   forgot 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D. Complete the advert with the correct form of verb. Sometimes two forms are correct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Write sentences about your own life. 

1. Write something that you like doing at the weekend. 

    ____I like doing sport at the weekend._________________________ 

2. Write something that you’ve stopped doing 

        __________________________________________________________ 

 3 ...you've decided to do tomorrow. 

   __________________________________________________________ 

4 ...you've always wanted to do. 

    __________________________________________________________ 

5 ...you've promised to do. 

    __________________________________________________________ 

6 ...you don't mind doing for the family. 

    __________________________________________________________ 

7 ...you've agreed to do with a friend. 

    __________________________________________________________ 

8 ...you've finished doing recently.  

    __________________________________________________________ 

 


